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GTA Dealer Fined $190,000
Your Car Auto Finance (YCAF) of Richmond Hill, operated by
Derek Booth, has been fined $190,000 after being convicted
of unfair business practices under the Consumer Protection
Act (CPA) and of retaining an unregistered salesperson, failing
to maintain business records and failing to obtain contract
requirements for trade-ins, in contravention of the Motor Vehicle
Dealers Act (MVDA). The court found YCAF sold vehicles with
rolled-back odometers to unsuspecting consumers and failed to
remove liens from trade-ins in a timely manner.
According to Laura Halbert, OMVIC Director of Compliance and
Deputy Registrar, “Our inspection and subsequent follow-up
uncovered a business model we believed was heavily weighted
toward soliciting business from financially disadvantaged
consumers who were deceived regarding their vehicle histories
as well as financing issues. Many of these customers were from
First Nations reserves in remote Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia communities.” Some of the odometer
discrepancies between consumers’ bills of sale and YCAF’s
records exceeded 100,000 kilometres.
Derek Booth was also convicted on similar charges; he received
probation and a suspended sentence. The registrations of Booth
and YCAF were revoked.

“Our inspection and subsequent
follow-up uncovered a business
model we believed was heavily
weighted toward soliciting
business from financially
disadvantaged consumers”
		
		

-- Laura Halbert ,
OMVIC Director of Compliance
and Deputy Registrar

Rolled-Back Odometer = Automatic Contract Cancellation

There is no cooling-off period for vehicle sales in
Ontario, but selling a vehicle with an undisclosed
odometer discrepancy automatically triggers a
customer’s right to cancel (rescind) the contract within
90 days of delivery. Should rescission occur, all aspects
of the contract are unwound: the cost of aftermarket
products or services must be refunded, a trade-in (or
the stated value of the trade-in on the contract) must be
returned and the dealer cannot charge for usage. Note:
The margin of error when disclosing distance travelled
is five per cent or 1,000 kilometres, whichever is less.
Additionally, consumers are entitled to rescission for
up to one year from the contract signing if a dealer
makes a false, misleading, deceptive or unconscionable
representation. OMVIC reminds dealers to be diligent
and take necessary precautions to ensure they’re
not purchasing or selling vehicles with rolled-back
odometers. Dealers should
•

consult reliable vehicle history reports

•

perform thorough vehicle inspections

•

obtain and review trade-in disclosure statements

What If There Is an Odometer Discrepancy?
The MVDA requires dealers to disclose the true distance
a vehicle has travelled on the contract. Instances where
this is not possible are to be handled as follows:
•

If the dealer cannot determine the total distance
the vehicle has been driven, but can determine a
distance the vehicle has been driven as of some past
date, disclose that distance and date, together with
a statement that “the total distance the vehicle has
been driven is believed to be higher.”

•

If the dealer is unable to make any type of
determination as to total distance driven or as to
distance driven from a past date, disclose that
“the total distance driven is unknown and may be
substantially higher than the reading shown on the
odometer.”

These statements must be written in a clear,
comprehensible and prominent manner on the bill
of sale.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The use of terms and/or initialisms such as “true mileage unknown” (TMU)
or “true kilometres unknown” (TKU) is strictly prohibited.
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ALL-IN PRICE ADVERTISING NON-COMPLIANCE
CONTINUES TO FRUSTRATE
Three months ago OMVIC commissioned research
into all-in price advertising compliance in the Greater
Toronto Area. Sixteen of the 25 franchise dealers
visited broke the law. “I can’t tell you how frustrating
and disappointing these findings are,” stated OMVIC
CEO and Registrar John Carmichael. “For results to
be this bad, much of the non-compliance must be
willful. These dealers are harming consumers, unfairly
competing with compliant dealers and are, frankly,
embarrassing the wider industry.”
The strikingly poor results from the GTA mirrored
those from earlier studies in Kitchener/Waterloo/
Guelph, where 16 of 24 dealers were non-compliant,
and in Ottawa, where 15 of 20 dealers added fees to
their advertised prices.
The GTA study, conducted in July and August 2017,
found that additional charges ranged between $27
and $13,000! Eight dealers did not include the cost of
freight in their advertised prices.
“The government is watching, the media is watching
and compliant dealers are watching – and they
all expect OMVIC to act, and to act with purpose,”
stressed Carmichael. “This illegality cannot continue.”
Additional Findings
The mystery shopping report also found that eight of
25 dealers failed to provide correct information about
a manufacturer’s corrosion warranty. Five salespeople
incorrectly stated there was no corrosion warranty.
Ten of 25 dealers did not have advertised vehicles
in stock.

Reminder: Vehicle Availability and Advertising
Vehicles Not in Stock
If an advertisement includes the price of a vehicle, the
vehicle must be available at the time the advertisement
is published. If the vehicle has been sold or is no longer
available at the advertised price, dealers must remove
or edit the advertisement immediately.
In some instances, dealers advertise vehicles that are
not yet in stock. While it is permissible to advertise
these vehicles, the advertisement must clearly and
prominently state one of the following:
•
•
•

A factory order is required.
A dealer locate is required.
The vehicle is incoming.

“These dealers are harming
consumers, unfairly
competing with compliant
dealers and are, frankly,
embarrassing the wider
industry.”
		
		

-- John Carmichael,
OMVIC CEO and Registrar

OMVIC CAN HELP WITH ADVERTISING
Have an advertising question? Want an advertisement reviewed before it’s published?
Contact OMVIC’s Marketing Standards Team at marketing_standards@omvic.on.ca.
(Please allow 48 hours for advertisement reviews).
To learn more about the advertising disclosure requirements click here to watch a
recording of the OMVIC/UCDA advertising webinar.
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Salesperson Convicted and Fined in Document
Falsification Scheme
George Chan, 44, of Maple has been found guilty
of falsifying information and furnishing false
documentation contrary to the Motor Vehicle
Dealers Act (MVDA). He was fined $5,000 and
received one year’s probation.

aware of the fact that the general manager at [the
dealership] said in her testimony that Mr. Chan
admitted to her that he was involved in such an
exporting scheme.”

False Information
While employed as a business manager at a
Markham BMW dealership, Chan certified false
insurance information and provided it to the
Ministry of Transportation (MTO) to complete vehicle
transactions. For the MTO to register and plate
vehicles there must be proof of valid insurance.
These vehicles were then registered and delivered
to “nominees,” driven on Ontario roads without
insurance and then exported.

After the dealership learned of Chan’s practice
during an internal audit, they notified OMVIC and
terminated his employment.

Elaborate Scheme
OMVIC’s investigation found that Chan created
fictitious bills of sale in the names of previous
customers of the dealership, without their
knowledge, to retrieve new BMW inventory. Chan
would eventually cancel those deals and instead
sell the vehicles to exporter nominees at full cash
price.
Though the nominees went to great lengths to
make the deals appear legitimate, the nominees
used bank drafts from the same branch with no
reference to the source of funds.
Chan’s lawyer argued that his client believed the
insurance information to be truthful and that Chan
was duped by an exporter or group of exporters.
However, Justice of the Peace Malik found that
“in the absence of independent collaboration of
his claim, Mr. Chan’s testimony is not considered
to be trustworthy and credible.… The court is also
Cars being readied for export
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Unpaid Liens: Consumer Harm, Comp Fund
Claims and Licence Revocation

Kelly Hult needed a vehicle that would better handle the snow-covered highways on her commute to school.

At least five days a week, Kelly Hult, college student
and single mom to two toddlers (with a third child on
the way), commutes half an hour to school in Sault
Ste. Marie. “My car didn’t handle the snow-covered
highways very well,” Hult explained to OMVIC. “So
that’s why I decided to trade my 2011 Chevrolet Cruze
for a slightly older pickup truck.” She settled on a
2008 Chevy Silverado.
Hult purchased the Silverado in April from Personal
Touch Auto Limited, owned by Gino Burzese, in Sault
Ste. Marie. The dealer arranged financing for Hult
that included buying the Silverado and paying out the
lien on her trade-in. She said she was also promised
a 12-month warranty.
“When I came to pick up the truck [Burzese] said
he’d put the documents in the vehicle … but they
weren’t there.” Ominously, Hult discovered the
paperwork wasn’t the only thing missing – the
dealer also failed to pay off the loan on Hult’s
trade-in.
“The bank was taking $684 a month out of my
account for the Silverado, plus $273 each month for
the Cruze.” Hult was told it was a bookkeeping error
and that it would be dealt with immediately, but the
double payments kept coming out of her account.
“Include pregnancy and going to school on top of it
all. It was really difficult.”
What Hult didn’t know at the time was that
Personal Touch Auto Limited and Burzese were
under investigation by OMVIC. “I heard about it on the
news when OMVIC ordered the dealer closed.”

When OMVIC contacted Hult she learned that because
she’d bought from a registered dealer she was
entitled to make a claim to OMVIC’s Compensation
Fund. For Hult, that meant receiving $12,288.05 from
the Fund: $10,029.18 to pay off the loan on the car she
traded in and $2,258.87 for the cost of the warranty
she’d been billed for but didn’t receive, after a copy
of her documentation was obtained from a financial
institution. “I was able to pay my car off. Knowing that
I don’t need to keep paying it and have the extra $200
and some a month to put toward other bills is great.
I don’t have to stress about it.”
OMVIC’s Compensation Fund
According to the Compensation Fund’s Manager,
Laura Halbert, Kelly Hult is not the only Personal
Touch customer to file a claim with OMVIC. “Since
revoking the dealer’s registration we have processed
and approved 16 claims against Personal Touch
totalling more than $262,000.” Sixteen additional
Personal Touch claims are pending, with more
anticipated.
Total claims to the Fund from all sources are expected
to reach $1 million in 2017.
Outstanding Liens
Dealers are reminded that it is illegal to sell a car with
an outstanding lien and that dealers are required to
pay off liens on trade-ins immediately. Fortunately,
situations where liens aren’t paid out are rare, but
when it does occur, the ramifications can be severe
and far reaching; the consumer harm is significant,
the Fund pays substantial amounts of compensation,
and dealers face immediate suspension and
registration revocation.

Important Reminders for Dealers
OMVIC’s Inspection Team wants to alert dealers about
problematic trends found during recent inspections,
including
•

accident non-disclosures

•

trade-in disclosure forms not being used

•

lien non-payouts

Trade-in Disclosure
To help meet the 22 MVDA mandatory disclosure
requirements related to a vehicle’s past use, history and
condition, dealers are required to collect information
from customers trading vehicles in. “If this information
isn’t requested or collected, how can it be shared with a
purchaser?” asked Laura Halbert, OMVIC’s Director of
Compliance and Deputy Registrar. “Having a customer
complete a trade-in disclosure document is not only
required by law, it’s a vital step to helping dealers
protect themselves and ensure they meet all their
disclosure requirements when selling.”

Collision/Incident Disclosure
The MVDA requires dealers to disclose, in writing on
the bill of sale, any damage to a vehicle greater than
$3,000. If the cost of the repair is known, it must also
be disclosed. Often this information is available in
vehicle history reports. Dealers should not attempt
to circumvent this requirement by relying on vehicle
history reports that do not provide this information.
Note that collision repairs amounting to less than
$3,000 could be considered material facts and therefore
require disclosure. It should also be noted that history
reports must be supplemented by a thorough vehicle
inspection.
When the Cost of Repair Is Different from the
Repair Estimate
If repair costs are less than the estimate, the estimate
must also be disclosed per an OMVIC Discipline
Committee Ruling, upheld by an Appeal Committee
decision that found, “Repair estimates ought to be
disclosed under Subsection 42(19). [This is] not only
reasonable but it is also correct.”

Note that wholesale or dealer-to-dealer transactions
require most of the same disclosures. To learn more
about the wholesale disclosure requirements, click here
to watch a recording of the OMVIC/UCDA wholesale
disclosure webinar.
Lien Non-payouts
All dealers are required to conduct business with
honesty and integrity – this includes immediately paying
out liens on trade-ins. Historically, this has not been a
major issue, but recent cases have made it clear things
have changed.
Failure to pay out loans on trade-ins causes severe
consumer harm, negatively affects the Compensation
Fund and the reputation of the dealer community and
is met with zero tolerance by OMVIC. Personal Touch
Auto Limited in Sault Ste. Marie and DL Auto Brokers in
North Bay had their licences immediately suspended, and
subsequently revoked, as a result of this type of conduct.

HAPPY NEW YEAR
OMVIC’s Board, management and staff wish all
dealers and salespeople a joyful holiday season and
a happy, healthy and prosperous New Year! We look
forward to working with all stakeholders in 2018 and
remain committed to providing excellence in service
and creating a fair and informed marketplace for
Ontario’s consumers and dealers alike.

